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Luxury takes on 
new meaning

Enter a world where luxury takes on new 
meaning. Tapibel introduces the New Worlds 
rugs. These rugs combine splendour with 
lasting design thanks to the regenerable 
ECONYL® yarn from our silky-soft New Worlds 
collections. A statement piece in any space.
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The New Worlds collections

Almyra
Velvet under your feet, downy feathers that tickle your toes. Top end 
elegance. Enter the world of Almyra.

Matera Primo
Sink deeply into a king size four-poster bed, enjoy the splendour and 
optimal comfort.  

Medina
Silky smooth, luxurious, high-end residential. Walk the various paths 
with a luxurious feeling underfoot. 

Soneva
Regal and lavish. Let yourself float, almost weightless, on the 
rippling waves. A true feast for your senses. 

Zalina
Softness and a beautiful gloss effect combined with affordable 
warmth and a homely atmosphere.

To start, choose which of the 
five New Worlds collections you 
would like to use for your rug.
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Discover the New 
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Based on the chosen collection, 
select the desired colour of 
your rug.
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Then choose from the four 
possible shapes: rectangle, 
round, pebble or drip.
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Available in three standard sizes, 
depending on the finish you choose: 

Volume finishing
1. Small: 140 x 190 cm
2. Medium: 170 x 230 cm
3. Large: 190 x 300 cm

Blind hem finishing
1. Small: 140 x 190 cm
2. Medium: 170 x 230 cm
3. Large: 190 x 300 cm

Angular design
Traditional standard shape
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Available in three standard sizes, 
depending on the finish you choose: 

Volume finishing
1. Small: 160 cm
2. Medium: 190 cm
3. Large: 300 cm

Blind hem finishing
1. Small: 160 cm
2. Medium: 190 cm
3. Large: 300 cm

Circle design
Trendy standard shape
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Available in three standard sizes, 
depending on the finish you choose: 

Volume finishing
1. Small: 140 x 190 cm
2. Medium: 170 x 230 cm (168 x 228 cm)
3. Large: 190 x 260 cm (189 x 256 cm)

Blind hem finishing
1. Small: 140 x 190 cm
2. Medium: 170 x 230 cm 
3. Large: 190 x 260 cm

Pebble-shaped  
Organic shape
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Available in three standard sizes, 
depending on the finish you choose: 

Volume finishing
1. Small: 140 x 190 cm
2. Medium: 170 x 230 cm (168 x 228 cm)
3. Large: 190 x 260 cm (189 x 256 cm)

Blind hem finishing
1. Small: 140 x 190 cm
2. Medium: 170 x 230 cm
3. Large: 190 x 260 cm

Raindrop design
Organic shape



Next, determine the size of the 
rug. Want fast delivery? Then 
choose one of our three standard 
sizes small, medium or large.
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Can’t find a size for 
you? We have a size 
to fit your needs.

Want to deviate from the 
standard sizes? You can. Let us 
know the dimensions of your 
ideal rug. By mutual agreement 
we will produce your rug to 
your size.



Then decide on the finish of 
your rug. Choose blind hem 
finishing or volume finishing.

Blind hem finishing: the rug 
has a thin cotton border 
underneath that is stitched 
around the rug to ensure a 
neat finish. 

Volume finishing: the rug has 
no visible edge. The edge is 
turned over to the inside. This 
invisible finish creates an extra 
luxurious look. 
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The last step? Placing your 
order. At Tapibel, we get to 
work producing your ideal 
rugs!
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Our rugs are finished with a 
antislip backing made of  
recycled polyester. This is how 
we work towards a greener 
planet from the yarns to the 
antislip backing.



Twise: sustainable  
initiatives for a  
greener planet

Our rugs and our approach fit into today’s world, as we are  
committed to ecology and sustainability. We are always looking for 
ways to make our carpet and carpet production more sustainable and  
ecological. We make this promise a reality with concrete ecological  
solutions for a more sustainable modus operandi.

Discover Twise, Tapibel’s sustainability brand.

Why Twise? 
1. Tapibel is “wise” to produce greener rugs.
2. All sustainable solutions contain recyclable material.  
 We give it a second (and third, fourth, ...) life.

The result? 
A more sustainable and ecological carpet, from the yarn to the backing. 

As a family business, we also think of the next generations. Thanks to 
these adjustments, they too can enjoy a greener world and greener 
carpet.



The yarns of several of our collections are made of ECONYL®. The material is made of 100%  
renewable Polyamide 6 or nylon. ECONYL® has exactly the same properties of standard nylon with a more 
durable edge: it can be regenerated indefinitely without loss of quality.

By reusing the materials, the ECONYL® yarn contributes to a circular economy.

The regeneration process of ECONYL® 

1. Rescue
We collect waste (fishing nets, dust scraps, old rugs, etc.). The  

materials are cleaned and sorted.

2. Regenerate
After a thorough regeneration and purification process the nylon waste 

is returned to its original state. The raw material now consists of

pellets and dispersions.

3. Remake
ECONYL® regenerated nylon is processed into yarns and textile. 

4. Reimagine 
With this new yarn, manufacturers such as Tapibel can get to work. 

We create new ECONYL® carpet collections. 

ECONYL® 
The yarns

Currently, 25% of the yarns we use  

in production are ECONYL®. 
Compared to virgin yarns, the CO2 emissions  

of ECONYL are reduced by 90%.



Ecofuse is our ecological alternative to the traditional latex adhesive compound in both wall-to-wall  
carpet and carpet tiles. We replace the latex by a sustainable, post-consumer product called PVB (PolyVinyl  
Butyral), extracted from used car windows and laminated building glass.

The benefits 

of sustainable origin non-toxic futureproof 

Yarn Precoat
Ecofuse

Cover sheet

Ecofuse

latex free carpet

Greenbase

Gr
eenbase

70%
 recycled conte

ntThe switch to PVB results in a latex reduction 

of 500 tonnes! 
Scan the QR code and discover  

the PVB production process!

Ecofuse 
The adhesive

Ecofuse in  
our rugs

At Tapibel, we use Ecofuse in many of our rugs. Both in broadloom 
and in carpet tile. 

Precoat 
The first adhesive layer between yarn and primary backing, to ensure 
that the yarns bond firmly.

Secondary backing 
A second adhesive layer is applied to glue the action or felt backing 
onto the actual carpet. This final process ensures that the broadloom 
carpet obtains more body and rigidity.
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